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ACTIVPANEL TM

the intelligently designed,
connected hub of the 
Modern Classroom 

INTRODUCING THE AWARD-WINNING
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Education’s most elegant writing experience

With Innovative InGlass™ Touch and Writing 
Technology, the ActivPanel creates an elegant 
writing experience. Using the touch 
differentiated, battery free pen, teachers and 
students can seamlessly and precisely 
collaborate at the ActivPanel. 

Offers a naturally smooth writing experience 
with no script-lag or response delays

Features a digital whiteboard for free-form 
writing with save and send capability

Converts handwriting and equations to text 
and enables intuitive palm erase

Next generation interactive software 

ClassFlow – the free, next generation interactive 
lesson delivery software trusted by teachers 
worldwide – is now available to access offline*… 
but only with the ActivPanel. 

Work offline or online using the easy-to-use 
interface 

Create, open, and present interactive lessons 
- supports popular file formats

Write and draw using the instant whiteboard, 
annotate over content, and save and share 
work

Send quizzes, polls, activities, and screenshots 
to student devices

Apps directly accessible from the home screen
Connecting teachers to the vast, ever expanding world 
of educational apps, the ActivPanel makes it easier than 
ever to access these. 

Mirror and share work
With controlled, multi device mirroring, the ActivPanel 
supports a range of teaching approaches. Plus dual 
network capability and wi-fi spot connectivity make it a 
flexible addition to existing IT infrastructure. 

Connect learning devices to lessons
The ActivPanel supports the connection of Bluetooth 
devices including musical keyboards and robots, 
ultimately helping teachers to harness the power of the 
increasingly popular ‘Internet of Things’.

The all-new intelligent Promethean 
ActivPanel is powered by 
ActivConnect, a revolutionary, 
upgradeable Android-based Mini 
PC. As well as enabling schools to 
keep pace with advances in 
computing technology over time, 
this powerful combination delivers 
a range of positive teaching, 
learning and technology benefits:

THE WORLD’S FIRST 
UPGRADEABLE 
ANDROID-BASED 
INTERACTIVE DISPLAY 

*ClassFlow Desktop requires a Windows / Mac / Linux operating system for installation. The offline software is not powered via the ActivConnect Device. 
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Interactive lessons 
Available in 70” HD, 75” HD, 75” 4K, and 86” 4K 
displays with simultaneous touch points and pens.

Brilliant picture quality
Stunning HD and 4K displays with crisp detail and 
bright colours. The built-in light adjuster provides the 
best possible lighting when interacting and viewing. 

Future-ready connectivity
The ActivPanel offers a variety of ports for 
convenient peripheral connectivity, including HDMI 
ports, USB touch, OPS, VGA, Audio, and more. 

Powerful stereo sound
The ActivPanel’s built-in, front-facing speakers fill 
the classroom with deep, crystal-clear sound.

Versatile mounting options
Use the fixed wall mount included, or select from 
an adjustable wall mount, adjustable mobile stand, 
or non-adjustable mobile stand.

Protect your technology investment
Our upgradeable solution combined with a 
comprehensive multi-year warranty ensures an 
excellent return on investment for years to come. 

THE AWARD-WINNING INTERACTIVE DISPLAY 
FOR THE MODERN CLASSROOM


